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Welcome to unPAK! The unPAK (Undergraduate Phenotyping of Arabidopsis Knockouts) project joins
the curiosity, enthusiasm and training of undergraduate students in research experience with a novel
experimental design approach for assaying phenotypes for this ecological genomic model system. With
rigorous controls and replication, and common phenotyping and experimental design protocols, our aim
is to bring whole phenome data on fitness to the Arabidopsis community. Our approach is a partnership
among researchers across institutions to train the next generation of STEM students through
apprenticeships and through CUREs (Course Based Undergraduate Research Experience – see CURE
resources tab under the Education heading for more details and protocols specific to in-classroom
studies) while building a body of knowledge.

Arabidopsis Lifecycle
Cold Treatment
(Seeds Sown to Filter Paper)
Week 1

Harvest
Week 8

Seeds Sown to potting mix
Week 2

Bolting and Rosette Survey
Approximately Week 5

Germination Survey
7 Day - Week 3
14 Day –Week 4

Thinning and Transplanting
Week 4
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Experiment Protocol Part 1: Setup and Planting
PART 1A: SOWING SEEDS TO FILTER PAPER
Cold treating seeds on moist filter paper for a week contributes to increased percentage of
germination and synchrony of germination
1.

SOWING SEEDS TO FILTER PAPER – Step 1: Labeling filter paper wedges (this method
contributes to success in keeping track of a large number of unique genotypes, as well as
to aid in successful implementation of randomized experimental designs). The goal of this
approach is for each piece of filter paper to include the line or accession information and
the tray, row and column placement in the experimental design.
a.

b.

c.

Gather supplies – you will need to print wedges:
i. Circular filter paper (7.5 cm filter paper discs) – note: don’t use crepe filter paper
ii. Planting scheme Excel data sheet
This datasheet will include information of all mutant lines and controls with replication
per growth chamber and across manipulated environments (as appropriate). Contact
Dr. Matt Rutter (rutterm@cofc.edu) or Dr. Courtney Murren (murrenc@cofc.edu) or Dr.
Hilary Callahan (callaha@barnard.edu) for discussion of experimental design details.
iii. Filter paper wedge template sheets (refer to Barnard Podcast at:
http://youtu.be/xBZd46Wqy8E
iv. Sharpie
In Excel, organize the planting scheme by accession (e.g. using the sort function for the entire
datasheet in Excel). Be sure the seeds whether in microcentrifuge tubes or in coin envelopes are in
the same sorted order; it’ll be easier when you are sowing seeds to filter paper if your wedges are in
the same order.
i. Open your planting scheme spreadsheet document
ii. Select all data and sort by accession (see sorting data in excel in appendix).
iii. Save the document with a new filename (see ways to save files in appendix).
Labeling the filter paper wedges can be done in two ways – by hand or using mail merge to create
label sheets and printing on the wedges with a laser printer.
i. To label sheets using mail merge – see “Using Microsoft Word Mail Merge to Create Filter
Paper Wedges “ Appendix A on page 12
ii. To label sheets by hand:
1. First, use the labeling template to mark the middle and four “corners” of a piece of
filter paper (this will make cutting into equal triangles easier).
2. Along the top edge of each wedge write the following information from your
planting scheme data sheet using a thin-tip sharpie:
a. Experiment name and Plant_ID
b. SALK or CS Line #
c. Tray, Row and Column (e.g. 1 A1)
d.

d.

Treatment if appropriate

Cut wedges into equal triangles – keep wedges in order, and don’t cut replicates of the same
genotype apart (see video for images).
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2.

SOWING SEEDS TO FILTER PAPER – Step 2: Sowing seeds to wedges
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

Collect supplies – you will need:
i. Clean petri dishes (circle 60 x 15mm, or 100 x 15 mm size)
ii. Your seeds provided by unPAK (accessions include: Col70000, set of phytometer controls and
set of SALK line replicates)
iii. Filter paper wedges in order by seed accession
iv. Multiple small beakers. Fill one with water and another partially full with ethanol
v. Clean, thin paint brushes
vi. Wash bottles full of water
vii. Saran wrap or other plastic wrap (we use volume from Costco)
To learn how to wet filter paper and physically place replicate seeds onto filter paper review the
Barnard podcast: http://youtu.be/xBZd46Wqy8E
Place each wedge of a different genotype in its own petri dish to prevent contamination.
Stack petri dishes with filter paper/seeds in green plastic flats or other tubs. Wrap the entire tray
thoroughly with saran wrap to prevent filter paper from drying out during cold treatment.
Place wrapped flats in a cold incubator (or refrigerator set between 3-5 degrees C) for one week.

PART 1B: SOWING SEEDS TO SOIL
3. SOWING SEEDS TO SOIL – Prep work
a.

b.
c.

Make labels for pot tags (these will only be used for CURE where individual pots are used, tags are
not used in 72 well inserts):
i. (See the instruction sheet “How to Use Microsoft Word Mail Merger to Make Pot Labels.”)
Adhere labels to white, plastic pot tags. It is best to keep them relatively in order – at least by tray –
to make putting them into pots quicker.
Prepping pots and soil:
i. Obtain green plastic trays and 2.25 inch pots (for CURE) or 72 well plastic inserts (for unPAK
summer research intern experiments).
ii. Label trays with Experiment ID # and Tray #, and label row/columns.
Label tray A-L on vertical access and 1-6 on the horizontal access.
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iii. Make sure you have enough ProMix Bx potting mix (hereafter soil
http://www.pthorticulture.com/en/products/pro-mix-bx-mycorrhizae/) in one bag to fill all
of your pots or trays. It is important that all of your soil come from one bag in order to keep
the soil environment as similar as possible across trays. Use soil that is less than one year
old as soil ages and nutrients degrade and uneven water absorption issues may arise.
iv. Fill clean soil-mixing container with soil and add water. Mix, continuing to add water until
the soil is the consistency of brownie mix, wet but no pooling water in the container.
v. Fill holes in inserts or pots almost to the top with wet soil – press down lightly (don’t
compact the soil in the pots too much, but don't leave surface with soil that is too loose or
seeds will fall in the cracks).
vi. Arrange in trays. Each tray holds 32 pots or one 72 well plastic insert.
vii. Transport trays of filled inserts or pots to the seed sowing location. Once there, arrange
trays and insert pot tags in order (pot tags are for CURE only).

4. SOWING SEEDS TO SOIL – “Sowing out”
a.
b.

c.
d.

Review that second half of the Barnard video: http://youtu.be/xBZd46Wqy8E
Place the wedges on the soil surface of the pot matching the location recorded on the filter paper
wedge. After all wedges are placed (there should be no open spaces, every pot should have a wedge),
check that each wedge is in the correct location by reading the location information on each wedge.
Squirt out with water bottles following You Tube video methods to insure seeds don't float to next
door pots/wells. While squirting seeds to soil make notes if the seeds per a wedge differ from the
amount of seeds intended to be sown.
Trays should be covered with domes and watered if you are sowing out on a different day than your
soil prep. (water from bottom, 30 minute soak, drain trays)
If your trays will be going into a growth chamber, make sure that the growth chamber has been
cleaned and that all excess seed left from previous experiments have been removed to reduce the
chance of volunteer plants establishing.

5. WATERING
a.

Water plants on Mondays and Fridays. Water from below by adding water to the tray that the insert
or pots are sitting in. Typically seedlings do not require a lot of water while they are still under the
dome but pots should be kept moist. Do not leave pots in standing water. (see common concerns and
troubleshooting)
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Experimental Protocol Part 2: Germination Data, Bolting and Rosette
Data Collection, Harvesting and Phenotyping of Mature Plants
Germination and prep for harvesting:
Germination of Col-0 and Salk T-DNA mutants occurs typically within 2-14 days of being placed on
potting mix in 22C growth chamber, or in temperature controlled a greenhouse (between 18-25C).

6. Germination survey & seedling thinning
a.

See Figure 1 for the general lifecycle and indications of when protocols for phenotyping generally
start. Two-three days after seeds are placed on potting mix, begin to check pots for germination. As
we sow two seeds per pot, score germination for each pot as 0, 1, or 2 seedlings at 7 days and 14
days after sowing seeds to soil.

b.

After 14 days the germination period is considered complete.

c.

Germination data entry:
i. Enter data from paper data sheets into the electronic Germ Data datasheet.
ii. Have another unPAK member proofread the electronic data sheet against the paper copy.
iii. Name and date information for data entry and proofreading should be entered on a
metadata sheet within the Germ Data file. Data sheets are saved with a new name for each
step in the data entry and checking process, and saved as an Excel file as there are two
sheets in the workbook. For the data entry step ENT is added and the initials of the person
who entered the data. For the proofreading step CHK and the person who checked the data
are added. (e.g. CofC_Experiment2_Germination_Blank.xlsx,
CofC_Experiment2_Germination_ENT_ initials of person who entered the data.xlsx,
CofC_Experiment2_Germination_ENT_ initials of person who entered the data_CHK_initials
of person who checked the data.xlsx) See examples below for students with initials SEG and
PWA:

d.

e.

1.

CofC_Experiment2_Germination_Blank.xlsx

2.

CofC_Experiment2_Germination_ENT_SEG.xlsx

3.

CofC_Experiment2_Germination_ENT_SEG_CHK_PWA.xlsx

Thin pots to a single plant after recording 14 day germination data. Use forceps to remove any
second individuals. If both seeds germinate, either use a random number generator to choose which
plant to thin, or retain the plant that is most central to the pot.
Check at regular intervals for volunteers (late germinants) and remove them. Be sure to peek under
the rosette leaves.
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Bolting Data Collection:
Bolting occurs typically within 29-50 days in 22C growth chamber 16hrs light cycle, or reasonably
modest temperatures in a greenhouse (between 20-25C).

7. Bolting survey
a.

Starting at 25 days, check for signs of onset of bolting. Signs include tiny buds at the center of the
rosette (see photos below). To be certain that the onset of reproductive phase is consistently
observed, measure inflorescence height with calipers. Record bolting on the first day when the
inflorescence reaches or exceeds 5mm. Record bolting daily until all individuals have commenced the
flowering phase. We then translate date into days.to.bolt for inclusion into the database.

<5 mm = don’t count
yet
mm

5mm

>= 5mm record today as bolting start
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Rosette Data Collection:
Measure rosette on the day that you record bolting data.
8.

Rosette measurements (aka diameter at bolt).

diameter.at.bolt: During early growth in Arabidopsis, leaves are in a basal rosette. The circular rosette
of leaves are typically flush to the soil surface. At onset of bolting, we measure rosette diameter as the
maximum diameter. Using a digital caliper set to millimeters, we measure across the widest point in the
rosette from the edge of the tip of one leaf to the opposite edge of the rosette. Confirm that the widest
point was selected by rotating the calipers to confirm that no additional diameter is a longer distance
and retain the longest measurement.
To measure rosette diameter at a consistent point during development of the plant, measurement
occurs at onset of bolting, i.e. when the inflorescence has begun to elongate (see photos of bolting
above). We consider date of onset of bolting as when the main inflorescence has reached a height of 5
mm.
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Harvest Data Collection:
Harvest plants when there are no remaining flowers on the main inflorescence. Some green tissue
remaining on the plant is ok. This developmental point is when the terminal bud has senesced or
developed into a fruit. Traits measured at this time include branching architecture, inflorescence height
and fruit production.

Ready for
harvesting

Circled plants
not ready for harvesting
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Phenotyping of Mature Plants:
9. Counting Branching
We examine branching patterns in several different ways: branches off the main stem (mainbranch), basal
branches (basal.branch), total number of main inflorescence branches (ttl.maininfl.branch), and total number of
basal branches (branch.basalbranch). Total number of main inflorescence branches = branches off the main stem
+ branches off the main stem branches. Total number of basal branches = basal branches + branches off basal
branches. Branches that share a node count as one main branch and one branch off a branch. Branches must be
5mm in order to be counted and clearly distinguished from peduncle. Basal branches at rosette (see arrows
below). Main stem is not counted as a branch.

a.

MAIN
STEM
BRANCH

BRANCH

MAIN
STEM

MAIN
STEM

BRANCH

BRANCH OFF OF
THE BRANCH

(This plant has one
branch)
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10. Phenotyping Fruit Number
When the plant has stopped growing on the main stem (see Harvest Collection Data for criteria for
measurement point), fruit are counted on the whole plant including all branches (basal branches and
branches on the main stem). Fruit are categorized into good fruit and aborted fruit. Each silique counts
as one fruit. “Good fruits” are fruits that have a length of 5mm or longer, and have clearly developed
seeds. If a fruit is less than 5mm, it is counted as an aborted fruit.
fruitnum: Total number of fruit (siliques) with seeds are counted when the main stem has stopped
growing. To be counted as a fruit, the length must be at least 5 mm, with evidence of seeds within the
fruit. If only the replum (the separation between the two valves of the silique) remains (as the valves
have dehisced) the replum must be at least 5mm and there must be evidence (indentations on the
replum) of multiple seeds produced.
aborted.fruits: When we count fruitnum not all reproductive output results in a fully developed silique.
This includes flowers, buds or fruit that are <5mm (which may have one seed). Not all flowers will
develop into fruit with seeds. The total remaining flowers, buds and fruit <5 mm on all branches and
main stem are considered aborted or unfilled fruits.

Some examples of good fruits

Open fruits without
remaining seeds still count
as good fruits.

Replum
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Some examples of reproductive structures included in ‘aborted fruits’ category:

terminal
bud(s)

BUDS

BUD
S
SHRIVELED
STIGMA
(compare size to
above silique)

Images from left to right:
Two buds that did not further develop count as two aborted fruit, three buds = three aborted
fruits, two buds count as two aborted fruits, one shriveled stigma = one aborted fruit.
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11. Measuring Fruit Length
Three fruits are randomly selected from the main stem. We visually divide the stem into three
sections (lower, middle, and upper). Select one fruit from each of the three sections to
measure. Using calipers set to mm, measure the length of the fruit from end to end (i.e. the
silique not the peduncle) and record fruit length in mm. The three fruit are categorized as
basalfruit.length, midfruit.length, and upperfruit.length.
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12. Measuring Plant Length
a. To measure the total height of the inflorescence, we cut plant at the potting mix surface, below the
rosette, and above the root. We measure length from rosette to terminal bud. This example would be
9.4 cm.

TERMINAL BUD
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Appendix A: Using Microsoft Word Mail Merge to
Create Filter Paper Wedges


At CofC we print custom filter paper wedges for cold
treating seeds. Each filter paper is cut into four wedges –
each wedge contains information about the line being
planted (Accession, Plant ID, Planting Location).



Materials:
o 7.5 cm filter paper disks (avoid crepe textured)
o few sheets of scrap printer paper
o scotch tape

How to Use Microsoft Word Mail Merger to print filter paper wedges
Step 1: Open a new Microsoft Office document
Step 2: In the menu at the top of the document select the “Mailings” tab.
Step 3: Click the “Start Mail Merge” dropdown menu and select “Labels.”

Step 4: Next, select – or create – the label template. NOTE: If this is your first time creating
filter paper wedges you may have to create the template from scratch.


In the new menu box that comes up select the label template named “Arabidopsis
Wedges” – you may have to change “label vendor” to other/custom. Next, skip to Step
6.



If that is not an option, proceed to the next step – it will show you how to create this
template.
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Step 5: At the bottom of the “Label Options” menu box select “New Label”. In the new box that
pops up, enter in the following information and then hit “OK.”
Label Name: Arabidopsis Wedges
Top Margin: 0.31’’
Side Margin: 0.56”
Vertical Pitch: 3.75”
Horizontal Pitch: 4.51”
Label Height: 3.0”
Label Width: 2.8”
Number Across: 2
Number Down: 3
Page Size: Letter (8.5 X 11in)

Step 6:
Note – after completing step 5 you will be returned to a blank screen. Back at the top menu
(under the “Mailings tab”) click the “Select Recipients” dropdown and select “Use Existing List.”
Step 7: Using the browser window, find your planting scheme sheet (sorted by Accession) and
select it. If your excel document has multiple sheets you may next be prompted to “select
table” – in which case select the appropriate sheet from the list and hit “ok.”
Step 8: Next, you will now be telling Word what
information (fields) you want in each label. Under the
“Mailing” section, click on “Insert Merge Field” and oneby-one select the following items:
(1) Plant ID
(4) Row
(2) Accession
(5) Column
(3) Tray

17
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Step 9: You should now see the fields populate the first label. Next – formatting:
1. Within the first label, hit “ENTER” after << Plant ID >> and after <<Accession>>
to put these on new lines.
2. Next, select all the text (whole
document) and change the font size
to 9.
Step 10: You will want four text areas in each
label
box – one for each of the four wedges cut from
each
filter paper.
1. Hit “Enter” after the last row of text.
2. Copy and paste <<Next Record>> into
the
next line.
3. Copy all of the text above it
(<<Accession>>
through <<Column>>) and paste it after the
<<Next Record>> you added.
4. Copy all of that new text and paste it twice
more. You should have four copies of the
text,
the last three all starting with <<Next
Record>>.
FYI: Adding “<<Next Record>>”
tells Office to pull information
from the next row of your excel
file.
Step 11: Next, format the text so that it will print
on the perimeter of a circle.
- Highlight the first group and center
justify it
- Highlight the third group and right justify it
- Highlight the last group and center justify it
Your first box should look like the figure to the
right. Remember, the goal is print close to the
outer edge of a circular piece of filter paper.
18
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Step 12: Next, click “Update Labels” under the “Mailings” tab to fill in the rest of the boxes.

Step 13: Next, preview your labels to make sure they look right. Click “Preview Results” under
the “Mailings” tab menu – this will fill in text from your Excel document into your template.
If everything looks ok, print a test sheet and hold filter paper over it to be sure all the text fits.
If everything is ok, click “Preview Results” again to return to the template view.
Step 14: Lastly, under the “Mailings” tab menu click the dropdown menu “Finish & Merge” and
select “Edit Individual Documents.” Select all and hit “ok.” This will generate a new word
document that contains multiple pages with labels filled in with your planting information.
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Step 15: Glance through your label document before printing. Briefly proofread and also make
sure that the wedges will be printed in order of Accession.
Step 16: Lastly, if everything looks ok print directly
onto the labels.
1. Using the text as a guide, use small pieces of
scotch tape to adhere six pieces of filter paper to
your test sheet.
2. Insert this sheet into the printer – BE SURE THAT
YOU ARE PUTTING IT IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION
a. Know which side of the paper the printer
prints on
b. Be sure that the tape side goes first!
3. Continue until you have printed all of the filter
paper wedges. Remove tape and cut into four
equal wedges.
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Appendix B: Using Microsoft Word Mail Merge to make labels for pot tags (PC – Office 2010)

a. At CofC we print all of the relevant plant ID information onto a 1.5” x 0.5” waterproof label
and adhere them to plastic pot tags (See figure 4.1)
b. Materials:
i. OL110LP waterproof polyester laser labels
ii. white plastic pot tags (Note: we’ve used a variety of these and do bleach and re-use)
iii. Data sheet
iv. Computer able to print to a laser printer
v. Scrap printer paper for printing test sheets

How to Use Microsoft Word Mail Merger to Make Pot Labels
Step 1: Open a new Microsoft Office document
Step 2: In the menu at the top of the document select the “Mailings” tab.
Step 3: Click the “Start Mail Merge” dropdown menu and select “Labels.”

Step 4: Next, a new menu box will pop up from which you will select the label template (or, if
one does not exist already, you will create a new template).
Select already present template: Using the menu find “online labels” as a vendor; click it and
then select OL1100. Alternatively, if online labels is not an option select other/custom and find
the label template named “OL1100LP.” Once you select the label template skip to Step 6.
If either of those are not options, proceed to the next step – you will have to create this
template.
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Step 5: At the bottom of the “Label Options” menu box select “New Label”. In the new box that
pops up, enter in the following information and then hit “OK.”
Label Name: OL1100LP Top Margin: 0.5’’
Vertical Pitch: 0.5”
Horizontal Pitch: 1.5”
Label Width: 1.5”
Number Across: 5
Page Size: Letter (8.5 X 11in)

Side Margin: 0.5”
Label Height: 0.5”
Number Down: 20

Step 6: Back at the top menu (under the “Mailings tab”) click the “Select Recipients” dropdown
and select “Use Existing List.”
Step 7: Using the browser window, find your data sheet and select it.
Step 8: Back to the “Mailing” menu at the top of the document – you will now be telling Word
what information you want in each label. Click the “Insert Merge Field” dropdown menu and
one-by-one select the following items: (1) Plant ID, (2) Tray, (3) Row, (4) Column, (5) Institution,
(6) Location, (7) Expt_ID.
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You will see these items populate the first label – click the “Update label” button to the right of
the “Insert Merge Field” menu to update the whole sheet.

Step 9: Now, to format the labels. First, select all the text (whole document) and change the
font size to 9. Second, click the “layout” tab at the top of the document. Rotate the text by
clicking the “Text Direction” icon twice (see picture below, red arrow on right) – this will rotate
your text sideways with the top of the text to the left of the document.
*Note: rotating the text changes the size of the labels. To the left of the rotate text button you
should see a “cell size” sections. Make sure cell width is 0.5” and cell height is 1.5.”
Step 10: More formatting. . . Make the following changes to the text.

(1) Hit Enter between Plant_ID and Tray, Column and Institution (two enters), Institution
and Location, Location and Expt_ID
(2) Make a space between Tray and Column

23

CC
NGH
SF1

The final
label should
look like
this:

001
1 A1

<<Institution>>
<<Location>>
<<Expt._ID>>

The final label
template should
look like this:

<<Plant_ID>>
<<Tray>>
<<Row>><<Colu
mn>>
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Step 11: Next, preview your labels to make sure they look right. Click “Preview Results” under
the “Mailings” tab menu. If everything looks ok, click “Preview Results” again to return to the
template view.
Step 12: Lastly, under the “Mailings” tab menu click the dropdown menu “Finish & Merge” and
select “Edit Individual Documents.” This will generate a new word document that contains

multiple pages with labels filled in with your information.
Step 13: Glance through your label document. Be sure that the labels are 5 across and 20 down
on each sheet. Look briefly through the numbering to make sure they are in order (for pot tags,
it is best if they are in order by Plant ID).
Step 14: Print a test sheet on normal printer paper. Hold it up with one of the waterproof laser
label sheets to make sure the labels line up correctly. DO NOT SKIP THIS STEP – we have run
into problems in the past which would have resulted in wasted labels if we had skipped this
step. A few troubleshooting tips if your labels and printed sheet do not align:
1. Check your template to make sure you entered in all the dimensions correctly
2. Measure the label sheet: Make sure the labels are the correct size and that the margins around
the outside of the labels is correct (should be 0.5 inches around)
3. If the text is off by a little bit, center justify the text. This gives you a little extra leeway in case
something is off by a bit.

Step 15: Lastly, if everything looks ok print directly onto the labels. Make sure to figure out
which direction to load the labels into the printer.
24
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Appendix C: Materials List for CURE (Course Based Undergraduate Research
Experience)
Item General Name
Filter Paper
(for sowing seed)
Petri dishes (Round)
Petri dishes (Round)
Beakers
Thin Paint Brushes
Wash Bottles
Plastic Wrap
Daisy Trays
72 well tray inserts
Tray Covers (domes)
Laboratory Tape
(for labeling trays)
Potting Medium
Envelopes for
harvesting plants
Stamp

Calipers
Counters
Scissors
Tweezers
Clipboards
Swizzels

Item Specific Name
Filter Paper
Qualitative
Size 7.5cm
60 x 15 mm
Stackable Petri Dish
100 x 15 mm
Stackable Petri Dish

Vendor
VWR

Item #
28310-026

Kord - Valmark

2901

VWR

25384-342

VWR Wash Bottles
125 mL
Saran Wrap or other
plastic wrap
Perma-Nest plant
trays 22”x 11”x 2.5”

VWR

414004-225

Hummert.com

65-6963-9

Hummert.com
Hummert.com

11-0780
65-6964-9

VWR

89097-920

Perma-Nest dome
22x11x3
VWR Laboratory
Tape
Pressure
Sensitive
ProMix BX
Letter size envelopes
iStamps

10381
Staples
StampConnection.com

Soodhalter Plastics or
Dollar Store or
Grocery Store
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Appendix D: Materials List for unPAK Experiments with Research Interns
Item General Name
Filter Paper
(for sowing seed)
Petri dishes (Round)
Petri dishes (Round)
Beakers
Thin Paint Brushes
Wash Bottles
Plastic Wrap
Daisy Trays
72 well tray inserts
Tray Covers (domes)
Laboratory Tape
(for labeling trays)
Potting Medium
Envelopes for
harvesting plants
Stamp

Calipers
Counters
Scissors
Tweezers
Clipboards
Swizzels

Item Specific Name
Filter Paper
Qualitative
Size 7.5cm
60 x 15 mm
Stackable Petri Dish
100 x 15 mm
Stackable Petri Dish

Vendor
VWR

Item #
28310-026

Kord - Valmark

2901

VWR

25384-342

VWR Wash Bottles
125 mL
Saran Wrap or other
plastic wrap
Perma-Nest plant
trays 22”x 11”x 2.5”

VWR

414004-225

Hummert.com

65-6963-9

Hummert.com
Hummert.com

11-0780
65-6964-9

VWR

89097-920

Perma-Nest dome
22x11x3
VWR Laboratory
Tape
Pressure
Sensitive
ProMix BX
Letter size envelopes
iStamps

10381
Staples
StampConnection.com

Soodhalter Plastics or
Dollar Store or
Grocery Store
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Common concerns and trouble shooting
1. Fungus and algae: sometimes, usually when the growing environment is very wet, fungus
and algae will begin to grow on the surfaces of pots. This issue can be resolved by:
a. using GardenSafe on the soil surface will help to reduce growth. Avoid getting
GardenSafe on plant tissue.
b. drying out the soil. Maintain a comfortable level of soil moisture for the plants,
but avoid overwatering.
c. physically removing algae/fungus. This can be done using forceps to scrape the
soil surface, as an example.
2. Fungus gnats: fungus gnats may grow as fungus colonizes the surface of pots. These
pests can eat plant tissue. The following can reduce their numbers:
a. Apply GardenSafe (see 1. above) to the soil surface to reduce the amount of
fungus growing on pots
b. Keep your growing area relatively dry. Avoid standing water:
i. If in a greenhouse – make sure that water drains properly out of the
room
ii. If in a growth chamber – make sure there is no standing water within the
growth chamber
iii. If in a growth chamber with drip trays – make sure that drip trays are
regularly emptied
c. Put yellow PestTraps (sheets of yellow paper covered in sticky material) up
around your growing area to trap flies
d. Get rid of any pots/experiments that have finished (if in a greenhouse, promptly
dispose of any soil/pots that are no longer in use)
e. Use Biologic’s Scan Mask at times as a preventative measure as needed.
3. Maintain a stable growing environment. Pay close attention to:
a. Temperature: Arabidopsis is not very heat tolerant. If you notice that your
growth chamber or greenhouse is reaching temperatures over 85degF, remove
your trays from that environment while working to fix the problem
b. Soil moisture: Arabidopsis is sensitive to soil moisture. Unless you are running a
drought/water level experiment that specifies a watering regime, make sure that
pots stay moist but not flooded.
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